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ABSTRACT: An improved fail-safe speed control system for 
railroad trains in which the traffic conditions which establish 
the permissible speed for a train are determined at a central 
station in accordance with track occupancy indications trans 
mitted from wayside locations. These indications and return 
speed command signals are carried over a communication 
system linking the central station and all wayside locations. To 
eliminate possible incorrect delivery of proceed speed com 
mands due to communication system faults, restricted speed 
commands are delivered to wayside locations over direct con 
nections from the central station completed in response to oc 
cupied track indications. For additional safety, an occupied 
track indication is cleared only when an indication is recorded 
that the corresponding train has moved into the advance track 
section, 
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3,582,644 
FAL-SAFE SPEED CONTROL SYSTEM FOR RAELROAD 

T3AERS 

This invention relates to an improved fail-safe speed control 
system for railroad trains. More particularly, my invention lies 
in additional fail-safe provisions for a railroad speed control 
system which centralizes much of the apparatus for train de 
tection, traffic safety criteria development, and speed control 
selection. 
The development of automatic train operation systems 

(ATO) has required new approaches in the design of railway 
signaling and speed control arrangements, especially for rail 
rapid transit systems. For example, in such ATO rapid transit 
systems, the supervisory control from a central headquarters 
which is normally incorporated into the ATO requires subor 
dinate centralized locations where train operation can be in 
fluenced. A primary means of influencing train operation is 
through the control of the operating speed. For example, if a 
following train has been delayed, the preceding train may be 
slowed to adjust the average headway between the trains or 
may be held at a station stop for a slightly longer period. Con 
versely, station stops of a following train may be shortened in 
order to reduce lost headway. The operating speed of trains is 
also involved in safe operation of any such transit system. This 
is separate and distinct from the supervisory control. Speed 
control systems for railroad trains are known in the art but are 
not always easily adaptable to supervisory control without ex 
tensive modification. However, whatever other requirements 
may exist, a completely fail-safe operation of the speed con 
trol system must be maintained with absolute certainty. 
One proposed modification of speed control systems to 

adapt to ATO with supervisory control is the use of central 
ized equipment stations along the stretch of track. Train de 
tection indications are then transferred to the central stations 
from the wayside detectors. Vital safety checks are made 
using these track occupancy indications received from the ac 
tual wayside locations and recorded by occupancy indicator 
means at the central station. Speed controls are then selected 
in accordance with the developed safety criteria and are trans 
mitted back to the wayside locations for further transmittal to 
the trains. Supervisory control, that is, control between the 
headquarters and these centralized stations, is then exercised 
by modifying the selected speed control signals within the 
safety factors for the particular track section. Communication 
between wayside and central station is provided by a commu 
nication system of any known type which will provide the 
functional operation desired. The problem then becomes one 
of maintaining the high fail-safe level required in railroad 
operation when automatic signaling and speed control systems 
are in use. An added source of possible trouble or error is the 
transmission arrangement between the wayside detectors and 
speed control devices and the central equipment station since 
all communication systems are subject to some errors in trans 
mission due to external causes. A design requirement is thus 
added that such communication system errors must not result 
in any improper or incorrect speed control signals. 

Accordingly, an object of my invention is an improved fail 
safe speed control system for railroad trains. 
Another object of the invention is an improved fail-safe ar 

rangement for railroad speed control systems in which the 
speed selections for a stretch of track are centralized at a sin 
gle location. 

Still another object of my invention is the provision of an ar 
rangement of circuits and apparatus to prevent delivery of in 
correct speed command or control signals to a train from a 
central equipment station due to communication system trans 
mission faults. 
A further object of my invention is a circuit arrangement for 

use in speed control systems for a stretch of railroad track 
which augments the communication channels between a cen 
tral equipment station and associated wayside locations in 
order to prevent the incorrect delivery to a train of a proceed 
speed command when traffic conditions in advance require a 
restricted speed. 
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2 
It is also an object of the invention to add an arrangement to 

railroad speed control systems which will check the correct 
delivery of track occupancy indications to a central equip 
ment station at which train speed selections are determined. 

It is a further object of this invention to augment the regular 
communication channels in order to assure delivery of a 
restricting signal to trains in a railroad speed control system in 
which speed selections are made at a central location. 

Still a further object of my invention is an arrangement for 
use in railroad signaling and speed control systems with cen 
tralized traffic recording and speed selection which prevents a 
following train from receiving a proceed speed command due 
to transmission faults occurring in the communication system 
between the wayside locations and the central station. 
Other objects, features, and advantages of my invention will 

become apparent from the following specification when taken 
with the appended claims and accompanying drawings. 

Broadly speaking, the arrangement of my invention is added 
to a basic railroad speed control system in which a stretch of 
track is divided into a series of track sections, each section 
being provided with a audiofrequency (AF) track circuit for 
train detection. Each wayside location, that is, each point of 
division between adjoining sections, is provided with a track 
transmitter and a track receiver unit. The transmitter is cou 
pled to the rails of the stretch in order to transmit au 
diofrequency current toward the next location in advance, 
that is, through the advance track section rails. The receiver is 
also coupled to the rails to receive audiofrequency current 
from the transmitter at the first approach location, such cur 
rent flowing through the approach section rails. The terms ap 
proach and advance, as used herein, are defined in the con 
ventional manner well known in railway signaling art. Briefly, 
an approach section is that section of track through which a 
train moves as it approaches the location of the observer or 
apparatus under discussion. Conversely, an advance section of 
track is that section through which a train moves, or into 
which it moves, after it has passed the observer or apparatus. 

In the basic arrangement, the track transmitters at adjacent 
locations supply current of different and distinct au 
diofrequencies to the track, a specific rotation of three dif 
ferent sets of frequencies being used. This allows elimination 
of insulated joints between sections since there will be no in 
terference between currents of different frequencies flowing 
in the rails of adjoining sections. Obviously, the receivers are: 
separately tuned to the same sets of frequencies, a particular 
receiver being tuned to respond only to the current flowing 
through the approach track section from the transmitter at the 
approach location. Each track transmitter is so coupled to the 
rails, however, as to also transmit its AF signal current into the 
approach track section as well; thus the need for three sets of 
frequencies to assure noninterference between rail currents. 
The output of each transmitter is selectively modulated, on a 
frequency shift basis, so as to provide speed control signals to 
trains approaching its location. Such trains, of course, must be 
provided with apparatus responsive to track currents of all 
frequencies used in order to detect and demodulate the speed 
command signals to effect a speed control upon the train. It 
should be noted that the train detection signal or current flow 
ing in the advance track section from each track transmitter is, 
of course, also modulated in the same pattern. 

In modifying the more conventional prior art systems, the 
basic system here moves the selection of the speed commands 
transmitted by each wayside track transmitter to a central 
equipment station located at one point along the stretch of 
track. The specific selection for each track transmitter is then 
transferred to the corresponding wayside location. Under this 
arrangement, the determination or development of the safety 
criteria or traffic conditions on which the speed selection is 
based must also occur at this same central station. This is true 
since the existing advance traffic and/or safety conditions 
establish the speed at which a particular train may be per 
mitted to move. The determination of the traffic safety criteria 
requires that indications of the positions of the various trains 
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be available. Therefore, the train detection indications must 
be transmitted to this central station. Thus the basic system 
provides a communication system between the central equip 
ment station and each wayside location. Although other types 
may also be used, the system is herein described as a multiplex 5 
code system operating in a continuous scanning manner. 
Transmissions between the central station and each wayside 
location are repeated during each cycle of scanning operation. 
In other words, train detection indications are transmitted in 
from the wayside locations to the central station while speed 
command controls are transmitted out from the central station 
to each wayside location. Location selection, therefore, must 
be and is provided on a one-at-a-time basis. 

Further provided at the central station for each track sec 
tion along the stretch are a speed command generator, a speed 
command comparison unit, and a vital safety protection unit. 
A speed command generator transmits a selected speed com 
mand signal to the wayside track transmitter at the entrance of 
the corresponding section. Each speed command comparison 
unit receives the track occupancy indications from the 
receiver located at the exit end of the corresponding track sec 
tion. This track occupancy indication may also include an in 
dication of the actual received speed command since, as previ 
ously indicated each track transmitter transmits the same 
modulated AF current in both directions from its location. 
Such speed command signals, of course, are received by a par 
ticular receiver only when the approach section, that is, the 
section at whose exit end the receiver is located, is not occu 
pied by a train. At the central station, the speed command 
Selection transmitted from the corresponding generator is 
compared with the received indication to determine that 
proper delivery of the selected speed command has occurred. 
The vital safety protection unit receives track occupancy indi 
cations from the corresponding comparison unit. Effectively, 
this is the track occupancy indication from the field. However, 
an indication that the corresponding section is not occupied 
can be supplied to the safety unit only if the speed command 
comparison reveals identical speed command signals. If such a 
comparison is not present, then a track occupied signal is pro 
vided by the comparison unit to the associated safety unit re 
gardless of the received information. The safety unit records 
its own track section occupancy and checks the occupancy of 
sections in advance through interconnections with the safety 
units corresponding to such sections. In this manner, the ad 
vance traffic conditions and thus the safety criteria for an ap 
proaching train may be determined. The safety unit arrange 
ment than selects an appropriate speed command for such an 
approaching train and delivers an indication of this selection 
to the associated speed command generator. This latter unit 
transmits the proper command signal to the wayside track 
transmitter at the entrance end of the corresponding section. 
This track transmitter, of course, feeds its modulated signal in 
both directions and particularly towards a train in the ap 
proach section to provide speed control for that train. 
When a train is occupying the section corresponding to a 

vital safety protection unit, no comparison, of course, is possi 
ble between the selected speed command signal transmitted to 
the entrance end wayside location and the indication received 
from the exit end of the section since the train shunt in the 
track section blocks the reception of any signal by the receiver 
at the exit end. Thus no check is made, under these condi 
tions, on the proper delivery of the selected speed control 
command to the corresponding wayside track transmitter for 
delivery to a following train in the approach section, such 
signal being a restricted speed command. In order to over 
come the possibility of a fault in the communication system 
causing the delivery of an improper proceed signal to this fol 
lowing train, the arrangement of my invention adds a direct 
connection between the central station and the wayside loca 
tion which delivers a restricted speed command to the wayside 
track transmitter when the associated safety unit has received 
and recorded a track occupied indication. The circuit is 
completed, over a back contact of the track relay within the 
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4. 
safety unit, to provide the restricted speed command direct 
from the associated speed command generator. This assures 
that a proper restricted speed signal will be delivered to the 
rails for transmittal to a following train under all conditions of 
communication. 
My invention also adds a special pickup circuit for the track 

relay within each vital safety protection unit which checks the 
release of the advance section track relay. Normally, each 
track relay is held energized by a stick circuit so that, after 
releasing when its corresponding track section is occupied by 
a train, it can only pick up when the train has moved into the 
advance track section to cause the release of that track relay. 
This arrangement assures that an error in the communication 
system in delivering track occupancy indications to the central 
station can not, through improper selection of locations, in 
correctly cause the pickup of a track relay to indicate a nonoc 
cupied section where, in actuality, the section is still occupied 
by a train. Rather, only when that train has moved forward 
into the advance section and such occupancy has been 
recorded can a particular track relay receive energy to again 
indicate or record the nonoccupied condition of its section. 

I shall now describe in more detail the system of my inven 
tion with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a diagrammatic illustration of the wayside ap 
paratus at several locations of a railroad speed control system 
embodying the arrangement of my invention. 

FIG. 2 is a similar diagrammatic illustration of the as 
sociated apparatus at the central equipment station in the 
speed control system embodying my invention, which central 
ized apparatus cooperates with the wayside apparatus to effect 
the speed control of trains moving through the stretch of 
track. 

In each of the figures of the drawings corresponding parts of 
the apparatus are designated by similar reference characters. 
Conventional block diagrams are used to designate apparatus 
whose details are not involved in the specific arrangement 
added to the system by my invention. The apparatus 
designated by these conventional blocks may be selected from 
several types known and available in the art which will provide 
the operation of the basic system involved. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 1 for the following descrip 
tion of the wayside apparatus of the system embodying my in 
vention. Across the top of FIG. 1 is shown a stretch of railroad 
track, each rail designated by a conventional single line sym 
bol. This stretch of track is shown divided into various track 
sections, designated by the reference AT, BT, CT, and DT, 
which provide examples of the sections which would exist 
through the entire stretch. In the following description, each 
division point between such track sections is defined as a 
wayside location. Such locations are actually established by 
crossbond connections between the rails, each designated by 
the reference CB with a suffix numeral the same as the loca 
tion number. Thus, between track sections AT and BT, a 
crossbond CB1 marks the division point which becomes then 
wayside location 1. 
Each wayside location is equipped with a track transmitter 

and a track receiver, each with its own assigned set of frequen 
cies. These units are illustrated by conventional blocks since 
the details are not involved in my invention, each block being 
designated in accordance with the function of the apparatus 
and with the specific assigned frequencies. In each case, the 
frequency set is indicated by a combination of two related 
frequencies such as, for example, in the transmitter at location 
1 where the frequencies are designated as f1 and fl'. This 
designation of the assigned frequency is used since, in the 
basic system, the output of each track transmitter is frequency 
shift modulated to provide a selected pattern of the output 
frequencies. The transmitters and receivers at each location 
are coupled to the rails. The transmitter coupling is through 
the illustrated loop which is parallel to the rails in each adjoin 
ing section at that location. Thus the transmitter output signal 
is induced into the rails of each section and flows both ways 
from the location into the approach and advance track sec 
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tions. The receivers are coupled through a transformer action, 
the illustrated coils normally being part of an impedance bond 
which includes the crossbond connection CB at the location. 
As previously indicated, each track transmitter is capable of 

providing an output of two related frequencies by frequency 
shift operation. The output frequency pattern is controlled by 
the associated frequency shift modulator which in each case is 
shown by a conventional block since the details of the circuit 
arrangements are not critical to my invention. The pattern 
selection is actually supplied from a speed command memory 
unit which is a storage unit receiving the speed command 
selection from the central station over the communication 
stem in use, as will be shortly described. The memory unit is 
likewise shown by conventional block as any of several well 
known types may be used in the arrangement. The track 
receiver at each location is also tuned to a specific set of 
frequencies, not that of the associated track transmitter, but 
rather the same frequency set as that of the approach location 
track transmitter. For example, it will be noted in FIG. that 
the transmitters at locations 1 and 2 correspond in frequency 
to the receivers at locations 2 and 3, respectively. The trans 
mitter at location 3 feeds the similarly tuned receiver at the 
next location 4, to the right of FIG. A., in advance along the 
stretch of track. The receiver at location it is tuned to receive 
energy from the track transmitter at the entrance end of track 
section AT which, since three different and distinct frequency 
sets are used in rotation, is assigned the same frequency set as 
the track transmitter at location 3. As previously mentioned, 
by this rotation of three frequencies, interference between the 
rail currents in the adjoining track sections is avoided, even 
though each track transmitter transmits in both directions 
from its location, without the use of insulated joints, the cross 
bond connections CB aiding in this operation. 
A communication system is obviously required between the 

several wayside locations and the central station. This commu 
nication system is illustrated across the bottom of FIGS. I and 
2 by single line convention as comprising three channels 
which extend between the central station of FIG. 2 and all lo 
cations, three of which are illustrated as examples in FIG. I. 
Preferably, this communication system is a multiplex type 
code control system which provides continuous scanning of all 
of the wayside locations through repeated cycles of operation. 
To this end, synchronizing pulses must be provided and are 
specifically shown as supplied over the upper channel, of the 
three illustrated, designated as the synchronizing pulse line. 
These pulses provide location selection between the several 
locations for transmission and reception. Each location is pro 
vided with a time slot selector, shown by a conventional left 
hand since such selection units are known in the art. These 
conventional locks are distinguished only by a numerical 
designation which corresponds to the location number. Each 
time slot selector counts the synchronizing pulses from the 
beginning of each cycle of operation and provides an output 
pulse when a preset number of such pulses, distinctive to that 
location, have been counted during a particular cycle. This 
output pulse is used to enable or actuate the various gate cir 
cuits at that location which are also shown by conventional 
blocks since such circuitry is well known. When a gate is ena 
bled, it connects the associated location apparatus to the con 
munication system. Specifically the enabling of the left-hand 
gate shown at each location connects the transmitter ap 
paratus group, more specifically and directly the speed com 
mand memory unit, to receive speed command signals over 
the transmitter command line from the central station. At the 
same time, the enabling of the other gate at each location con 
nects the wayside track receiver, through a line driver which 
provides sufficient energy, to the communication system and 
specifically to the receiver information line over which the 
track occupancy indications are transmitted to the central sta 
tion. The similar enabling of gates at the central station will be 
discussed shortly when that apparatus is described hereinafter. 
The receiver units at each location, in addition to receiving 

a track current signal, are also capable of developing an indi 
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6 
cation signal for transmission to the central station at any time 
that the associated gate is enabled by a time slot pulse. The in 
dication signals transmitted to this central station basically in 
dicate whether or not that particular receiver unit is receiving 
a signal from the associated transmitter at the entrance end of 
that section. Obviously when a train is occupying a particular 
section, its wheel and axle units shunt the track current 
between the rails so that no signal is received by the track 
receiver at the exit end of that particular section through its 
coupling with the rail circuit. For example, when a train is oc 
cupying section BT, the track current supplied by the trans 
mitter at the entrance end is shunted away from receiver fl-f 

' at the exit end which thus receives no signal through its 
coupling with the track rails. Receivers f-f then generates a 
signal for transmission to the central station, when its gate is 
enabled, indicating that no signal is being received and that 
the corresponding track section is therefore occupied by a 
train. When no train is occupying section BT, receiver fl-fl' 
does receive current rough its coupling with the rails and 
generates an indication that the track section is not occupied. 
However, since the track transmitter signal induced in the rails 
is the same in each direction from a particular location, each 
track receiver also receives, when the signal is not shunted, 
the speed command signal being carried by the use current. 
Each receiver unit is designed to develop a supplemental indi 
cation of the speed command signal received which is also 
transmitted to the central station for purposes which will be 
discussed shortly. Any track not-occupied indication, there 
fore, has combined therewith an indication of the speed com 
mand signal supplied to a train in the approach section. The 
actual output of a track receiver unit, when the gate is ena 
bled, is applied through a driver unit, shown by conventional 
block, which provides sufficient output levels for the commu 
nication system operation, such use of driver units for amplifi 
cation purposes being conventional. The output of the driver 
units is applied to the indication channel of the communica 
tion system, designated as the receiver information line, for 
transmission to the central station. 
At each location, the track transmitter and its associated ap 

paratus receive speed command signals from the central sta 
tion through a conventionally shown connection to the trans 
mitter command line. For purposes of the immediately follow 
ing description, it is assumed that a direct connection, illus 
trated by the dotted connection bypassing the lettered ter 
minals, exists at each location between the communication 
system and the transmitter group. When the proper gate at a 
wayside location is enabled by the associated time slot selec 
tor, that is, the location is selected, the existing speed com 
mand signal is delivered to the speed command memory unit 
for storage. This memory unit stores the received speed com 
mand for continued control of the associated modulator unit. 
Depending upon the specific communication system used, this 
speed command signal may be immediately delivered, or the 
stored speed commands at all wayside locations may be simul 
taneously delivered from the memory unit to the associated 
modulator unit at the end of each cycle of the scanning opera 
tion of the communication system. In any event, when the 
frequency shift modulator unit receives the speed command 
signal, it elects a modulation pattern in accordance with the 
received signal and controls the operation of the associated 
track transmitter. The output of the track transmitter, operat 
ing on the frequency shift principle, consists of a series of pull 
ses varying between the two frequencies of the assigned set in 
the pattern determined by the speed command signal. 
The transmitter output is induced into the rails through the 

loops previously discussed and causes current to flow in both 
directions in the track sections. Trains traveling over this 
stretch of track are provided with apparatus which is respon 
sive to receive and to decode these modulation patterns of the 
various frequencies to obtain the speed command signals for 
control of the train speed. It is to be noted, of course, that 
once a train has passed over the cross bond connection CB at 
a particular location, the speed command signal being trans 
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mitted by that wayside track transmitter is no longer effective 
to control the train but rather the speed control of the train 
shifts to the next transmitter in advance, that is, at the exit end 
of that section into which the train has passed. In other words, 
transmitter fl-fl' provides a speed control signal for trains ap 
proaching through track section AT but once a train has 
passed crossbond connection CB1, the speed control for that 
train as it occupies section BT shifts to the output of trans 
mitterf2-f2' at the next location. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, the central station apparatus 
shown therein is divided into groups in a roughly equivalent 
manner to that for each wayside location. Distinct from the 
other apparatus, however, is the synchronizing pulse genera 
tor shown conventionally in the lower left of FIG. 2. This unit 
supplies, over the conventionally shown connection to the 
synchronizing pulse line, the synchronizing pulses which con 
trol the communication system operation. Also shown across 
the bottom of FIG. 2 are time slot selector units, equivalent to 
those at the various wayside locations, which are used to ena 
ble gate circuitry which activates the corresponding groups of 
apparatus at this central station location. These time slot elec 
tor units at the office are identical in operation with those at 
the wayside locations and count the synchronizing pulses, 
each being preset to provide an output pulse at a preselected 
synchronizing pulse count different for each selector. Where 
the basic number of a time slot selector at the central station is 
identical with that at a wayside location, both are actuated to 
provide output pulses on the same numbered synchronizing 
pulse during each cycle of operation of the communication 
system. 
The apparatus at the central station is associated into 

groups corresponding generally to the track sections rather 
than specifically to the wayside locations. However, in each 
group of central station apparatus are units which may be 
specifically associated with a particular wayside location. For 
example, a speed command generator unit SCG is provided 
for easy wayside location. These units, which are shown con 
ventionally by blocks since the details are not specifically a 
part of my invention, originate and transmit the speed com 
mand signals to the wayside track transmitter, Since the out 
put signals of a wayside track transmitter are effective for 
speed control only in the approach tract section, a suffix letter 
designating the track section which it controls is added to the 
general reference SCG for each speed command generator 
unit, e.g., unit SCGA is the central speed command source for 
selection AT. The actual speed command selection is supplied 
to each speed command generator from the vital safety pro 
tection unit VSP associated there with, which units will be 
described shortly. This selection is designated by the informa 
tion flow line shown between each safety unit and the as 
sociated speed command generator. For example, when time 
slot selector No. 1 is actuated, i.e., responds to the first 
synchronizing pulse of each scanning cycle, it provides an out 
put pulse which enables the farthest left gate of those shown. 
This actuated gate completes the connection from speed com 
mand generator SCGA to the communication system, specifi 
cally to the conventionally shown transmitter command line. 
This speed command signal is transmitted over the communi 
cation system and received immediately through the simul 
taneously enabled gate at wayside location 1 by the speed 
command memory unit here located (at the left of FIG. 1). 

Information transmitted from the various wayside track 
receiver units is received at the central station by the speed 
command comparison units shown conventionally by block 
diagram. In other words, when a particular gate is enabled to 
connect a speed command comparison unit with the receiver 
information line of the communication system, information 
from the then active, i.e., enabled, wayside track receiver is 
received by this comparison unit and recorded. It is to be 
noted that the comparison unit associated with each speed 
command generator is actually connected to receive indica 
tions when its associated gate is enabled by the next succeed 
ing time lot selector unit. This operation is necessary since it is 
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8 
the transmitter and receiver units a the wayside locations at 
opposite ends of each track section that are associated in the 
train detection operation. In other words, although the speed 
command signal for transmitter fl-fl' at wayside location 1 is 
transmitted from the central station by speed command 
generator SCGA during the first time slot selection period, it is 
receiver f-f at location 2 which receives the track current 
generated by that transmitter for purposes of train detection. 
Since this particular track receiver is located at wayside loca 
tion 2, its signal must be received by the speed command com 
parison unit for track section BT when time slot selection No. 
2 is actuated. 
When active, the comparison unit receives information re 

garding track occupancy, that is, whether or not a signal is 
being received by the corresponding wayside track receiver. 
This track occupied or nonoccupied indication is retained by 
the comparison unit for application to the associated safety 
unit during the period between the specific reception of such 
indications from the wayside units. These comparison units 
also receive from the corresponding wayside receivers the 
supplemental indication of the speed command signal actually 
received. This speed command indication is compared with 
that selected for transmission from the associated speed com 
mand generator as indicated by the information flow line 
shown between each associated set of speed command genera 
tor and speed command comparison unit. This comparison of 
the selected and received speed command signals is a partial 
safety check upon the proper delivery of the selected speed 
command signal to the corresponding wayside track trans 
mitter. If the comparison fails, then a nonoccupied track indi 
cation otherwise received by the speed comparison unit is in 
validated and an occupied track indication is instead supplied 
to the associated safety protection unit. Obviously, if the rack 
section is occupied by a train, no comparison is possible since 
the wayside track receiver under these conditions receives no 
signal. Of course, since the speed command comparison unit 
the receives a track occupied indication, such indication is 
supplied during this period to the safety protection unit. 
The vital unit within each group of apparatus at the central 

station is the frequently mentioned vital safety protection unit. 
One such unit is provided for each section in the stretch of 
track involved. Each unit shown is herein designated by the 
reference VSP plus a letter suffix which corresponds to the 
distinguishing prefix of the corresponding rack section 
reference. For example, the vital safety protection unit VSPB 
for track section BT is shown in the upper left of FIG. 2 by a 
conventional block diagram, since much of the circuitry is 
conventional and not a specific part of my invention. These 
units VSP accomplish the safety checks of the traffic condi 
tions existing throughout the stretch of track. Basically, each 
unit provides the safety check of advance traffic conditions for 
a train which will enter the corresponding track section. As 
previously indicated, each such safety unit receives train loca 
tion information from the associated speed command com 
parison unit and also from adjoining section VSP units, as in 
dicated by the two-way information flow arrow shown 
between adjacent safety protection units. Briefly and basi 
cally, each VSP unit receives from its associated speed com 
mand comparison unit information as to whether or not the 
corresponding track section is occupied by a train. Similarly, 
the information received from adjacent safety units is relative 
to whether or not trains are occupying the corresponding 
track sections. 

It is herein assumed that the basic circuits in each vital 
safety protection unit are relay circuits equivalent to one of 
the conventional or well-known signal system long in use for 
railroad signaling arrangements. The use of such circuitry al 
lows the use of vital or safety type relays, which have fail-safe 
characteristics, to assure complete and adequate safety of 
operation of trains moving throughout the section. If desired, 
solid state circuits replacing such relay circuitry may be used 
providing only that they have been designed to include fail 
safe characteristics at least equivalent to that provided by the 
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available vital safety type railway signaling relays. This ab 
solute failcsafe type of apparatus is required since the circuits 
within each VSP unit determine the traffic safety conditions 
and select the speed command signal for trains approaching 
the corresponding track section. This speed command selec 
tion is supplied, over the previously mentioned connection 
designated by a conventional information flow arrow, to the 
associated speed command generator for further transmission 
to the corresponding wayside location. 

ln order to illustrate the specific features of my invention, 
there is shown within each safety protection unit a track relay 
for the corresponding track section to record or indicate the 
track occupancy condition within that section. Each relay is 
designated by the reference TR with a letter prefix cor 
responding to that for the track section. For example, within 
unit VSPB is shown track relay BTR, which is the track relay 
or track section BT. The basic control for each track relay is 
from the associated speed command comparison unit in ac 
cordance with the track occupancy indication received from 
wayside location. In other words, energy is supplied from the 
speed command comparison unit, if the track section is not 
occupied, over connections indicated by the flow arrow from 
each comparison unit to the associated VSP unit and then 
over connections, shown partially by a dotted line, to the relay 
winding. When the track section is occupied, energy is 
removed from these circuit connections. The conventional 
dotted portion of these connections covers any intervening ap 
paratus found necessary in a specific arrangement to provide 
sufficient energy or other safety checks prior to application of 
the received track occupancy indication to the track relay. 

Normally, each track relay is held energized by a stick cir 
cuit which is added to the basic system by my invention. For 
example, the only circuit by which relay BTR normally 
receives energy from the associated speed command com 
parison unit includes the winding and front contact a of relay 
BTR. As long as a nonoccupied indication is periodically 
received from the wayside location, energy is supplied to this 
circuit and relay BTR remains energized. Obviously, when an 
occupied track section indication is received by the com 
parison unit, energy is removed from this holding arrangement 
and relay BTR releases, opening its front contact a to interrupt 
the stick circuit. Each track relay is provided with a pickup 
circuit, in accordance with my invention, which includes a 
back contact of the track relay for the advance track section. 
For example, for relay BTR, the pickup circuit includes, in ad 
dition to the winding of relay BTR, back contact b of relay 
CTR in unit VSPC. This circuit is supplied with energy from e 
speed command comparison unit associated with unit VSPB 
when a nonoccupied indication is again received from the 
field location. Since the pickup circuit is not complete until 
relay CTR releases to close its back contact b, the pickup of 
relay BTR checks that the train has now moved into next track 
section in advance, that is, track section CT. This pickup cir 
cuit arrangement eliminates an incorrect nonoccupied indica 
tion by relay BTR if, due to an improper delivery fault in the 
communication system, receiver information from another 
wayside location is inadvertently delivered to the speed com 
mand comparison unit associated with relay BTR. This circuit 
is obviously not a complete or 100 percent cure of all faults 
but increases the fail-safe capacity of the system, in particular 
against errors due to communication system faults occurring 
from outside influences which result in improper time slot 
selector operation. 
The arrangement of my invention also adds additional 

safety circuits in order to eliminate any error due to the im 
proper delivery of speed command signals caused by the inad 
vertent incorrect operation of a time slot selector because of 
communication system faults of a type similar to that just 
described. As previously mentioned, when a track section is 
occupied, no speed command signal can be provided from the 
wayside receiver for transmission to the central station for 
delivery to the corresponding speed command comparison 
unit. Therefore, no check of what speed command signal is ac 
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O 
tually delivered to the rails by the corresponding wayside 
track transmitter at the entrance end of that section is possible 
under these conditions. For example, if track section BT is oc 
cupied, obviously receiver fl-fl' is shunted and receives no 
track current signal. Accordingly, a track occupied indication 
is supplied to the central station. The speed command com 
parison unit at the central station thus receives no indication 
of the speed command signal delivered to the rails of sections 
AT and BT and no comparison is possible with the selected 
speed command signal transmitted from speed command 
generator SCGA. Thus the signal supplied from the wayside 
transmitter at location 1 into approach track section AT for 
delivery to an approaching train can not be checked and an in 
advertent operation of time slot selector No. 1 at a wrong time 
in the scanning cycle would not be discovered. Under these 
conditions, of course, the signal supplied by transmitterfl-fl' 
to the rails of section AT should be a restricted speed signal. If 
an improper operation of wayside selector No. 1 occurs, a less 
restrictive or proceed speed command intended for another 
location may also be delivered to location 1 transmitter ap 
paratus. 

In order to eliminate this possible hazard, I provide a break 
in the connection between the transmitter command line and 
the speed command memory unit at each location, this con 
nection, of course, including the gate controlled by the as 
sociated time slot selector. This break in the connection is 
normally closed over front contacts of the advance section 
track relay at the central station. For example, for wayside lo 
cation 1, the connection from the transmitter command line to 
the gate controlled by time slot selector No. 1, for delivering a 
speed command signal to the speed command memory unit of 
that location, is traced from the transmitter command line to 
terminal A and thence to the corresponding terminal A at the 
central station (shown at the left of FIG. 2) and over front 
contact c of track relay BTR to terminal B at the central sta 
tion, thence to the corresponding terminal B at location No. 1 
and the gate which, when enabled, completes the connection 
to the speed command memory unit at that location. Each 
other field location is provided with a similar pair of terminals 
which are matched at the central location. A direct line con 
nection (not shown) is provided between each terminal at a 
wayside iocation and the similarly designated terminal at the 
central station of FIG. 2. These connections are in addition to 
the conventional communication system channels designated 
by the three lines across the bottom of the two figures. 
When track section BT is occupied, this connection to the 

gate at location 1 is shifted to provide a direct connection 
from the restricted speed command signal source in speed 
command generator SCGA over back contact c or relay BTR 
to terminal B at the central station and thence by the direct 
connection to terminal B at location 1 and through the gate, 
when enabled, to the speed command memory unit. Thus 
whenever time slot selector No. 1 at the wayside location is ac 
tuated, whether correctly or through an inadvertent error in 
the communication system, to enable the associated gate, a 
restricted speed command signal is applied through this gate 
to the speed command memory at that location. No other 
speed command signal can be received under these conditions 
when track section BT is occupied by a train. Thus the trans 
mission of a restricted speed command to an approaching 
train in section AT is assured. 

I shall now briefly describe the overall operation of the 
system arrangement including my invention. It is assumed that 
no trains are moving through the stretch of track illustrated, at 
least in section BT, CT, and DT. The communication system is 
operating in its continuous cycling manner, sequentially 
scanning the locations and thus actuating sequence time slot 
selectors No. 1, 2, 3, and so forth throughout all of the wayside 
and central station, repeating the scan cycle immediately upon 
completion of the preceding one. When the time slot selectors 
No. 1 are actuated, one at the wayside location and the other 
at the central station, each enables the associated gate units. 
Speed command generator SCGA at the central station then 
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transmits over the communication channel a speed command 
signal to the speed command memory unit at location 1. This 
is possible at this time since, with no train occupying the sec 
tion, relay BTR is picked up and its front contact c is closed to 
complete the circuit between terminals A and B over the 
direct wire connections involved. The speed command signal 
received selects, through the frequency shift modulation unit, 
a particular modulation pattern corresponding to the speed 
command desired. Wayside track transmitter fl-fl' supplies 
track current having this pattern to the rails of both sections 
AT and BT. The apparatus on any train approaching at this 
time through track section AT, being responsive thereto, 
receives the speed command signal, decodes the pattern, and 
controls the operation of the train in accordance with the 
speed signal received. The signal from transmitter fl-fl' is 
also received by wayside track receiver fl-fl' at location 2. 
This receiver unit prepares an indication signal for subsequent 
transmission to the central station, indicating both the nonoc 
cupied status of track section BT and the actual speed com 
mand signal received. 
As the communication system scanning cycle continues, 

time slot selectors No. 2 are next actuated. A speed command 
signal is then transmitted by generator SCGB to the speed 
command memory and frequency modulation units at wayside 
location 2 to effect the transmission of a track current having 
the frequencies f2–f2' modulated in the selected signal pattern 
through track sections BT and CT. This transmission of the 
speed command signal from the central station to the location 
is possible since front contact c of relay CTR is closed to 
complete the circuit between terminals C and D at the two lo 
cations. At the same time, an indication signal is transmitted 
by the receiver at location 2 over the receiver information 
channel to the speed comparison unit associated with safety 
unit VSPB. This received signal is compared with the speed 
command selection previously transmitted from speed com 
mand generator SCGA. if a comparison between the two 
signals exists, energy is supplied to unit VSPB to hold relay 
BTR energized over its previously traced stick circuit. In other 
words, a nonoccupied track signal is supplied by this speed 
command comparison unit, which is actuated when time slot 
selector No. 2 is active, since a comparison exists between the 
transmitted and received speed command signals. Relay BTR 
then remains energized to indicate the nonoccupied condition 
of the track section, Time slot selectors No. 3 are next actu 
ated and a speed command signal is transmitted from genera 
tor SCGC to the location 3 wayside track transmitter since 
front contact c of relay DTR is closed. At the same time, a 
train detection, speed signal is received from receiver f2–f2' at 
location 3 and is applied to the comparison unit associated 
with safety unit VSPC. If proper comparison exists, between 
corresponding speed command signals, energy continues to be 
supplied to hold relay CTR picked up. 
As a train moves through the stretch of track, it receives a 

speed command signal in each track section from the wayside 
transmitter located at the exit end of that section. For exam 
ple, as the train traverses section AT, it receives a signal from 
transmitter fl-fl' and while in section BT, from transmitter 
f2–f2'. The train carried apparatus is capable of responding to 
each set of audio frequencies used in the stem. When this train 
occupies section BT, the track current of frequency f1-fl' is 
shunted away from receiver fl-fl' at location 2 by the shunt 
between the rails established by the wheels and axles of the 
train. When time slot selector No. 2 s next actuated, no speed 
command signal is supplied to the comparison unit associated 
with unit VSPB since the corresponding wayside receiver has 
no current supplied thereto. This lack of speed signal at the 
central station, in effect a track section occupied indication, 
causes removal of energy release relay BTR to indicate the oc 
cupied track. The opening of front contact c of relay BTR 
breaks the direct connection between terminals A and B 
while, as previously discussed, the closing of back contact c 
applies a restricted speed signal directly to terminal B from 
speed command generator SCGA. While this track occupied 
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condition holds, only a restricted speed signal is applied to the 
speed command memory unit at location 1 whenever time slot 
selector No. 1 is actuated. Thus even if an improper and un 
timely selection of location 1 results from a communication 
system fault, the restricted speed signal is still applied to track 
section AT for any following train, then approaching, which 
must stop short of the train already occupying section BT. 
Similar operation occurs as the leading train continues to ad 
vance through sections CT and DT through the operation of 
track relays CTR and DTR to sequentially release to indicate 
occupancy of these sections by the train. Although this ar 
rangement requires additional line wires or channel connec 
tions between the central station and the various wayside loca 
tions, the added safety which it provides to the overall ATO 
system justifies the additional expense of installation. 
Once relay BTR has released so that its stick circuit is open 

at its own front contact a, it can not be reenergized until relay 
CTR releases to close its back contact b. That is, cven if the 
comparison unit associated with safety unit VSPB provides an 
output to incorrectly indicate a nonoccupied condition of 
track section BT through some error of the communication 
system, relay BTR cannot be reenergized because its pickup 
circuit is open at back contact b of relay CTR. When relay 
CTR does release to indicate that the train has now occupied 
the advance section and a subsequent nonoccupied indication 
is applied to unit VSPB by its associated speed command com 
parison unit, the pickup circuit for relay BTR is then complete 
and this latter relay is reenergized to indicate the nonoccupied 
condition of that track section. These interconnections to pro 
vide this safety feature are within the central station wiring 
and relatively little additional expense, if any, is involved. 
However, by preventing the improper delivery of a nonoccu 
pied track signal from incorrectly reenergizing relay BTR until 
relay CTR has released, the restricted speed command signal 
continues to be applied over back contact c of relay BTR and 
through terminals B to location 1 under this situation and this 
safety feature is continued. 

Summarizing, the arrangement of my invention thus im 
proves or adds to the safety of the basic ATO system. With 
these additions, the probability of proper fail-safe operation of 
the ATO system is increased even under the possibility of 
communication system faults which are known to be una 
voidable with continuous operation. The arrangement assures 
the delivery of restricted speed commands to following trains 
in an approach tract section immediately behind that occu 
pied by the preceding train. Further, the possibility of false 
nonoccupied track indications is reduced by including a check 
that the advance section has been occupied by the train before 
recording the nonoccupied condition of a track scction. Thus, 
a train is not lost while it remains in a track section or is mov 
ing into the next section through the loss of track shunt or, 
more probably, through a system error in the delivery of track 
occupancy indications. Although some added installation 
costs result from this arrangement, the increase is justified by 
the greatly increased safety characteristics of the system. 
Overall then, an operable and efficient ATO system with in 
creased safety characteristics results from the arrangement of 
my invention. 
Although I have herein shown and described but one 

specific arrangement embodying the added circuits of my in 
vention, it is to be understood that various modifications and 
changes may be made therein within the scope of the ap 
pended claims without departing from the spirit and scope of 
my invention. 

Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 
1. In a speed control system for trains moving over a stretch 

of track divided into sections at preselected wayside locations, 
each train being equipped for receiving and responding to 
speed command signals transmitted through the rails of said 
track, said system including a central control station within 
said stretch, the combination comprising, 

a. a track transmitter at each wayside location coupled to 
said rails for transmitting a distinct speed command signal 
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to control approaching trains and a corresponding signal 
for train detection into the advance section, 

b. a track receiver at each wayside location coupled to said 
rails and responsive only to the detection signal trans 
mitted by the track transmitter at the entrance end of the 
approach section for recording jointly a section nonoccu 
pied indication and the corresponding speed command 
signal when a detection signal is received and a section 
occupied indication when the detection signal is absent, 

each wayside location connected for selectively trans 
mitting speed commands and occupancy indications 
between said station and said locations, 

d. a speed command generator at said central location for 
each Wayside location selectively connected to said com 
munication system for transmitting to the corresponding 
wayside track transmitter a speed command selected in 
accordance with advance traffic conditions, 

e. a speed command comparison unit at said central station 
for each wayside location selectively connected to said 
communication system for receiving the combined track 
occupancy and received speed command indication from 
the corresponding track receiver, 
l, each speed command comparison unit also cross con 
nected to the speed command generator for the first 
wayside location in approach for comparing the speed 
command transmitted to the approach location track 
transmitter with that received by the corresponding 
track receiver, 

f. a safety protection unit at said central station for each 
track section connected for receiving the occupancy indi 
cation from the speed command comparison unit as 
sociated with the exit end of the corresponding track sec 
tion and interconnected with other safety protection units 
for establishing the advance traffic condition which deter 
mines the allowable speed command for a train in the ap 
proach section, 
1. each speed command comparison unit delivering a 
nonoccupied indication for the approach track section 
to the associated safety protection unit when and only 
when the received speed command indication agrees 
with the speed command transmitted by the associated 
speed command generator to the entrance end track 
transmitter, 

g. a track relay associated with each safety protection unit 
and controlled by the associated speed command com 
parison unit to a first position or a second position as a 
section nonoccupied or occupied indication, respectively, 
is supplied to the associated safety protection unit, 

h. a first circuit at said central station for each track section 
including a first position contact of the corresponding 
track relay and interposed in the connections, between 
said communication system and the cntrance end track 
transmitter, by which the selected speed commands are 
delivered to that track transmitter, and 

i. an alternate circuit for each track section including a 
second position contact of the corresponding track relay 
and connected for supplying only a restricted speed com 
mand direct to the entrance end track transmitter from 
the associated speed command generator so that a 
proceed speed command can not be supplied to a follow 
ing train in the adjoining approach track section. 

2. A speed control system as claimed in claim 1, which 
further includes, 

a. a stick circuit for each track relay energized by the as 
sociated speed command comparison unit while a nonoc 
cupied track indication is continuously recorded, and 

b. a pickup circuit for each track relay also energized by the 
associated speed command comparison unit and includ 
ing a second position contact of the track relay associated 
with the advance track section, whereby a nonoccupied 
indication for the associated section after being occupied 
by a train can not be recorded by a track relay until an oc 

4. 
cupied indication for the advance track section is 
recorded. 

3. A speed control system for trains traversing a stretch of 
railroad track which is divided into sections at preset loca 

5 tions, said trains being provided with apparatus responsive to 
speed command signals applied to the track rails for con 
trolling train speed, said system including a central apparatus 
station for supervisory control and having associated 
therewith a communication system linking said central station 

c. a communication system between said central station and 10 and all said preset locations, comprising in combination, 
a. a speed command signal circuit means for each track sec 
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tion for providing through said rails selected speed com 
mand signals to trains traversing the section, 
l. each signal circuit means including a source of signal 
energy coupled to the rails at the exit end of the cor 
responding section and also connected to said commu 
nication system for receiving said selected speed com 
mands from said central station, 

... a detector track circuit means for each track section cou 
pled to the rails at the exit end of the corresponding sec 
tion for determining the presence or absence of a train in 
that section and connected to said communication system 
for transmitting section occupancy indications to said 
central station, 
l, each detector circuit means having a common source 
of energy with the speed command signal circuit means 
for the adjoining approach track section, 

2. each nonoccupied section indication transmitted by a 
detector track circuit means including a supplemental 
indication of the speed command signal received from 
the source common with the adjacent speed command 
signal circuit means, 

... a speed command generator at said central station for 
each track section connected to said communication 
system for selectively transmitting a selected speed com 
mand signal to control the speed command signal source 
for the corresponding section, 

d. a speed command comparison unit at said central station 
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for each track section connected for receiving the section 
occupancy indications transmitted by the corresponding 
detector circuit means and when transmitted the supple 
mental received speed command signal indication, 
1. each comparison unit controlled by the approach sec 

tion speed command generator for comparing the 
selected speed command signal with the received speed 
command indication, 

... a safety means at said central station for each track sec 
tion including a track relay operable to a first and a 
second position to record a nonoccupied and an occupied 
indication, respectively, for the corresponding track sec 
tion, 
l. each safety means controlled by the associated track 

relay and by the safety means for advance track sec 
tions in accordance with their recorded section occu 
pancy conditions for establishing the advance traffic 
condition which determines the allowable speed com 
mand signal for a train in the adjoining approach track 
section, 

2. each safety means controlling the speed command 
generator for the adjoining approach section for select 
ing the transmitted speed command signal in ac 
cordance with the advance traffic condition, 

each speed command comparison unit coupled to the 
track relay in the associated safety means for operating 
that relay to its first position only when a section monoc 
cupied indication is received from the associated detector 
circuit means and the supplemental speed command 
signal indication received agrees with the selected speed 
command transmitted by the speed command generator 
for the approach track section, 

... a first circuit associated with each safety means including 
a first position contact of the associated track relay and 
connected for supplying the selected speed command 
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signal transmitted by the speed command generator for 
the adjoining approach track section to the correspond 
ing speed command signal source, and 

h. a second circuit associated with each safety means in 
cluding a second position contact of the associated track 
relay connected for supplying to the approach section 
speed command signal source only a restricted speed 
command signal to be provided to a train occupying the 
adjoining approach track section when another train is 
occupying the corresponding track section. 

4. A speed control system as claimed in claim 3 in which 
each track relay is provided with, 

a. a stick circuit means controlled by the associated speed 
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16 
command comparison unit for retaining the relay in its 
first position while a nonoccupied track indication is con 
tinuously received, and 

b. a pickup circuit means including a second position con 
tact of the track relay for the adjoining advance track sec 
tion and controlled by the associated speed command 
comparison unit for restoring the relay to its first position 
after an occupied track indication has been recorded only 
when an occupied track indication has subsequently been 
recorded by said advance section track relay and a 
nonoccupied track indication is received from the cor 
responding detector track circuit means. 


